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Abstract

Anion  photoelectron  spectroscopic  and  theoretical  studies  were

performed for the PdH- and PdH3
- cluster anions.  Experimentally observed

electron affinities (EAs) and vertical detachment energies (VDEs) agree very

well with theoretical predictions. In the structure of PdH3
-, two H atoms form

a  η2-H2  type  of  ligation  to  Pd,  and  the  H-H  bond  length  is  lengthened

comparing to the free H2 molecule.  Detailed molecular  orbital  analysis  of

PdH-, H2 and PdH3
- reveals that the back donation from a  d-type orbital of

PdH- to the σ* orbital of H2 causes the H-H elongation, and hence, activation.
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The H2 binding energy to PdH- is 89.2 kJ/mol, even higher than that between

CO and Pd.  The  unusually  high  binding  energy  as  well  as  the  H-H bond

activation  can  be  appreciated  in  practical  applications  such  as  hydrogen

storage and catalysis.

Introduction

The  interaction  between  transition  metals  (TM)  and  hydrogen  has

always been an intriguing research topic for such applications as hydrogen

storage1-3  and catalysis4,  5  of hydrogenation and dehydrogenation reactions.

Special bonding features between TM and hydrogen other than the simple M-

H σ bond are interesting not only because they are scarcely reported but

also  because  they  could  help  to  discover  and  understand  the  nature  of

chemical  bonding.  Very  recently,  the  same  experimental  and  theoretical

team as the current paper discovered a PtZnH5
- cluster which possessed an

unprecedented planar pentagonal coordination between the H5
- moiety and

Pt, and exhibited special σ-aromatic character.6 Afterwards, we extended this

work to the isoelectronic and isostructural cluster PtMgH5
- in which similar

bondings were also found.7 In these clusters, the H5
- kernel as a whole can be

viewed as a η5-H5 ligand for Pt, and it is in turn stabilized by the Pt atom.

Besides H5
-, free H2 molecule was also found to act as a ligand in the η2-H2

manner. In 1991, via IR spectroscopy and theoretical calculations, Hansgeorg

Schnöckel  discovered  a  [Cu(η2-H2)Cl]  cluster  in  which  a  H2 molecule  was

ligated to Cu from the opposite side of Cl and formed a C2v structure. The H-H
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bond of the H2 ligand is slightly elongated comparing to a free H2 molecule.8

Then, Stewart Novick performed the study of the [Cu(η2-H2)F] and [Ag(η2-

H2)Cl] clusters with microwave spectroscopy,9, 10 where they pointed out that

it  is  a back-donation  from a  d-type orbital  of  the transition  metal  to the

unoccupied σ* orbital of H2 that causes the elongation of the H-H bond. The

occupied  σ  orbital  of  H2 acts  as  a  lone  pair  and  inserts  into  the  lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the metal halide. In all of these three

cases, the geometry of the H2 moiety does not deviate too much from that of

the free H2, however the binding energies of H2 to the transition metals (80 -

110  kJ/mol)  are  much  greater  than  typical  van  der  Waals  interaction

energies.  Other  η2-H2 ligation  examples  were  discovered  in  much  more

complicated transition metal complexes such as those protected by N, P or O

based ligands or π-acceptor ligand CO. 3, 11-15

In the present paper we report the anion photoelectron spectroscopic

(PES) study of the PdH3
- cluster anion in which a H2 molecule acts as a ligand

to  Pd.  Ab  initio  calculations  closely  reproduce  the  experimental  data,

confirming the structure of  the anion seen in the experiment. In order to

understand the details of the bonding between H2 and PdH-,  experimental

data of PdH- as well as the molecular orbital (MO) analysis of PdH-, PdH3
- and

H2 are also presented. The H-H bond in PdH3
- is lengthened comparing to the

free H2 molecule due to the back donation from a d-type orbital of PdH- to the

LUMO (the σ* orbital) of H2, which is similar as in the previously published

studies. The additional interactions of H2 and PdH- come from the bonding
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and  antibonding  combinations  of  the  highest  occupied  molecular  orbital

(HOMO, the σ orbital) of H2 and the σ bonding orbital of PdH-, together giving

a zero bonding effect. We conclude that the strong bonding between H2 and

PdH- is nearly exclusively due to back donation.

Experimental and Theoretical Methods

The present work utilized anion photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) as its

primary probe. Anion PES is conducted by crossing a mass-selected beam of

negative ions with a fixed-energy photon beam and energy analyzing the

resulting photodetached electrons. This technique is governed by the energy

conservation relationship, hν = EBE + EKE, where hν, EBE, and EKE are the

photon energy, electron binding (transition) energy, and the electron kinetic

energy,  respectively.  Our  photoelectron  spectrometer,  which  has  been

described in ref 16, consists of one of several ion sources, a linear time-of-

flight  mass  spectrometer,  a  mass  gate,  a  momentum  decelerator,  a

neodymium-doped  yttrium  aluminum  garnet  (Nd:YAG)  laser  for

photodetachment, and a magnetic bottle electron energy analyzer having a

resolution of 35 meV at EKE = 1 eV. Photoelectron spectra were calibrated

against the well-known photoelectron spectrum of Cu−.17 The PdH1, 3
− anions

were generated using a pulsed arc cluster ionization source (PACIS), which

has  been described  in  detail  elsewhere.18 In  brief,  a  ∼30 μs  long  180  V

electrical  pulse  applied  across  the  anode  and  sample  cathode  of  the

discharging  chamber  vaporizes  the  Pd  atoms.  The  sample  cathode  was
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prepared  by  firmly  pressing  Pd  powders  onto  a  copper  rod.  Almost

simultaneously, 200 psi of ultrahigh purity hydrogen gas was injected into

the discharge region,  where it  was dissociated into  hydrogen atoms.  The

resulting mixture of atoms, ions, and electrons then reacted and cooled as it

flowed along a 15 cm tube before exiting into high vacuum. The resulting

anions were then extracted and mass-selected prior to photodetachment.

Density  functional  theory  calculations  were  conducted  by  applying

PBEPBE functional19  using the Gaussian09 software package20 to determine

the geometries of the anionic and neutral clusters. The 6-311++G (3df, 3pd)

basis set21 on H, Stuttgart Dresden (SDD) basis set22 on Pd were used. The

PdH, PdH-, PdH3, and PdH3
-  clusters were all initially treated with ROHF SCF

with the aug-CC-pVTZ-PP23 basis set on the Pd atom, and the ATZP24 basis set

on H atoms. The wavefunctions were then read in the CCSD(T)25 and EOM-

CCSD(T)26 calculations. The adiabatic detachment energy (ADE) is the energy

difference between the anion and the neutral relaxed to the anion’s nearest

local minimum. If the local minimum is also the global minimum, the ADE is

actually the electron affinity (EA). The vertical detachment energy (VDE) was

obtained by a simply subtracting the energy of the neutral cluster calculated

at  the  geometry  of  the  anion  from  the  energy  of  the  anion.  Deeper

transitions were calculated by adding the electronic excitation energies of

the neutral to the VDE. We note that the agreement with the experimental

spectrum improved dramatically with the increase of the basis sets, and also

the inclusion  of  the  perturbative-triple  excitations  in  CCSD(T)  (EOM-CCSD
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was insufficient). All calculations were carried out using NW Chem software27

and all visualizations of orbitals were generated with VMD.28 Atomic charges

were  calculated using  Natural  Population  Analysis  (NPA)29 in  Gaussian  09

with SDD basis set on Pd and TZVP30 basis set on H. The NPA method has

been found to be satisfactory in calculating the charge distribution within a

cluster.31,  32  Density  functional  theory was implemented using the B3LYP33

hybrid functional.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 presents the resultant mass spectrum containing PdH1, 3
-. Due

to the complication  caused by the  isotopes  of  Pd,  the simulated isotopic

distributions of PdH- and PdH3
- are displayed below the experimental data for

comparison. The absence of ion intensity at mass = 110 gives evidence that

there is no Pd- or PdH2
- in the ion beam and PdH1,3

- are the only species

obtained. The photoelectron spectrum of PdH- was taken at mass = 106, and

the photoelectron spectrum of PdH3
- was taken at mass = 108 and 113 in

order to avoid mutual contamination. The lack of other PdHn
- in the mass

spectrum indicates  the  special  stability  of  PdH1,  3
-.  Figure  2  exhibits  the

photoelectron  spectra  of  PdH1,  3
-.  For  PdH-,  several  distinct  peaks  can be

observed, the positions of the first three peaks marked by X, A and B are

tabulated in Table 1 for comparison with the calculated spectra. The X peak

located at 1.29 eV corresponds to the VDE. The A peak shows splitting, which

might  be  owing  to  the  double  degeneracy  of  this  feature,  as  shown
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theoretically (Figure 3). The peaks of PdH- are relatively sharp, in consistency

with the fact that the structural difference between the anion and neutral is

small (Figure 3) and therefore a large Frank-Condon overlap. The electron

affinity (EA), defined to be the energy difference of the ground state of the

anion and the ground state of the neutral, is estimated by the threshold of

the first EBE band. The EA of PdH is estimated to be ~1.2 eV. The calculated

ADE value is 1.288 eV (Table 1), in good consistency with the experimental

value. Therefore, ADE and EA are actually one and same value.  For PdH3
-,

one major broad EBE band X starts from around ~1.7 eV (EA) and peaks at

1.94 eV (VDE). Other features can be observed on the higher EBE end, but

they are not well-resolved. We tentatively mark a peak A at EBE = 2.9 eV,

but  there  might  be  more  than  one  transition  hiding  underneath  these

features, as indeed is supported by calculations. The relatively broad peak of

PdH3
- indicates  a  large  structural  difference  between  the  anion  and  the

neutral (Figure 4). The calculated ADE value is 1.784 eV, agrees very well

with experiment. Again, ADE and EA are one and the same in this case. An

excellent agreement between experimental  and theoretical  values can be

observed  (Table  1).  The  final  electron  configurations  corresponding  each

peak after photodetachment are also displayed in Table 1, and the MOs from

which the corresponding electron detachments take place are depicted in

Figures 3 and 4.

The calculated results of PdH-/0 and PdH3
-/0, including bond lengths (Å,

in black), NPA charge distributions (e, in red) and molecular orbitals (MO) are
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displayed in Figure 3 and 4. For PdH-, the Pd-H bond distance is 1.538 Å, very

close  to  that  of  the  neutral  (1.530  Å).  The  Pd  atom  takes  most  of  the

negative charge. The HOMO-5 and HOMO are the bonding and anti-bonding

orbitals of the Pd-H single bond from the combination of dz
2 orbital of Pd and

s orbital of H. The HOMO-1 to HOMO-4 are the non-bonding d orbitals of Pd,

and the HOMO-6, HOMO-7 are the non-bonding p orbitals of Pd. For PdH3
-, the

Pd-H bond length is 1.660 Å, slightly longer than that of PdH-, and the H-H

moiety clearly shows a η2 type of ligation. At this stage, we can formally

write PdH3
- as [HPd(η2-H2)]- as it appears in the title. The H-H bond length is

0.897 Å, 20% longer than free H2 molecule (0.747 Å), indicating that the H-H

bond is activated. The NPA charge distribution shows that the H-H moiety is

partially negatively charged, which is consistent with the bond elongation

and back-donation from the  Pd atom.  In neutral  PdH3,  the H2 molecule is

further away from the PdH moiety and the H-H bond length is closer to free

H2, indicating a weaker interaction between H2 and PdH. The charge on Pd is

positive,  thus,  the  back  donation  from  Pd  to  H2 is  smaller,  causing  the

positive charge on H2 moiety.  Figure 5 is the correlation diagram depicting

how the MOs of [HPd(η2-H2)]- are formed from the combinations of the MOs of

PdH- and H2. The HOMO-4, a  d-type orbital of PdH-, back donates into the

LUMO of H2 and forms the HOMO-3 of [HPd(η2-H2)]-. This is the combination

that causes the H-H bond elongation, charge transfer to H2 and its activation.

HOMO-5 of PdH- combines with the HOMO of H2 and splits into HOMO-4 and

HOMO-6 of PdH3
-.  HOMO-4 represents the anti-bonding orbital between H2
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and PdH-, and HOMO-6 is the bonding orbital. HOMO, HOMO-1, HOMO-2 and

HOMO-5 of PdH3
- are now the non-bonding orbitals belonging only to PdH-,

which  are  displayed  in  Figure  4.  Note  that  the  degenerate  HOMO-1  and

HOMO-2 of PdH- loose degeneracy in PdH3
- due to symmetry break.

The binding energy, D0, of the η2-H2 moiety to the PdH- ion is calculated

from the following formula with the CCSD(T) level of theory: D0 = E(PdH-) +

E(H2)  – E(PdH3
-)  = 89.2 kJ/mol.  This number is comparable to the binding

energies between H2 and transition metal halides  8-10 and higher than the

binding  energy  between  the  much  more  commonly  used  ligand  CO and

Pd.34,35 

Concluding remarks

PdH- is isoelectronic to CuCl, CuF and AgCl, so it is not surprising that

H2 binds to them in similar manners.8-10 However,  the existence of  highly

electron-withdrawing halide atoms in these complexes reduces the electron

density  on the transition  metal  atom and limits  the back donation  to H2.

Therefore, the H atoms are negatively charged in PdH3
-, unlike others which

often  exhibit  cationic  features.3 Negatively  charged  H  is  the  key  to,  for

example, CO2 hydrogenation.36 The H-H bond length in the current study is

20.0% longer than free H2 molecule and around 12.5% longer than those

reported  in  references  8-10,  which  means  the  H-H  bond  is  much  more

activated  in  our  case.  The  H-H  bond  length  and  charge  distribution
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differences between PdH3
- and PdH3 are also examples of the extent of back-

donation, i.e. in neutral PdH3 the H2 moiety is less activated than the anionic

PdH3
- but similar to those in references 8-10. Therefore, this cluster anion

might find its role in catalysis. Actually our lab has started the research using

TM  polyhydride  cluster  anions  as  H  source  for  CO2 hydrogenation  and

observed  the  formation  of  formate  from  the  reaction  between  platinum

hydride cluster anions and CO2. These results will be published in the near

future.

Moreover,  when Pd is  used as  hydrogen  storage material,  the  best

stoichiometry  that  has  been  achieved  is  PdH0.6,  with  a  hydrogen  mass

density of 0.56%.1 In the current study, if we view the H2 ligand as the stored

hydrogen, the H mass density is increased to 1.86%. Therefore, when people

pursue Pd as hydrogen storage materials in the future, anionic clusters might

be a good direction and the cluster in the current paper provides a good

model of it.
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Table 1. The experimental photoelectron spectra comparing to those from 

calculations (eV). Peak X denotes the vertical detachment energy (VDE). 

Peaks A and B denote photodetachment from deeper MOs. The final electron 

configurations after photodetachment are also presented.

Species Expt. Theo.a Final configuration
PdH- EA ~1.2 ADE 1.288 N/A

X 1.29 1.29 …1Σ+2, Π4, Δ4, 2Σ1

A 2.04 2.07 b …1Σ+2, Π4, Δ3, 2Σ2

B 2.22 2.39 b …1Σ+2, Π3, Δ4, 2Σ2

PdH3
- EA ~1.7 ADE 1.784 N/A

X 1.94 1.97 ...2a1
22b2

21a2
23a1

24a1
1

A ~2.9 2.81 ...2a1
22b2

21a2
23a1

14a1
2

2.81 …2a1
22b2

21a2
13a1

24a1
2

2.82 ...2a1
22b2

11a2
23a1

24a1
2

3.19 ...2a1
12b2

21a2
23a1

24a1
2

a aug-CC-pVTZ-PP23 basis set was used for Pd, ATZP basis set was used for H.
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b
 Indicates doubly degenerate features.

Figure Captions

Figure 1. The epxperimental mass spctrum containing PdH1,3
- and the 

simulated isotopic distributions of PdH- and PdH3
-.

Figure 2. The Photoelectron Spectra of PdH- and PdH3
- taken with 3.49 eV 

laser.

Figure 3. The strucutres and MOs of PdH-/0.

Figure 4. The strucutres and MOs of PdH3
-/0.

Figure 5. Correlation diagram for the valence MOs.
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Figure 1. The epxperimental mass spctrum containing PdH1,3
- and the

simulated isotopic distributions of PdH- and PdH3
-.
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Figure 2. The Photoelectron Spectra of PdH- and PdH3
- taken with 3.49 eV

laser.
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Figure 3. The strucutres and MOs of PdH-/0.
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Figure 4. The strucutres and MOs of PdH3
-/0.
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Figure 5. Correlation diagram for the valence MOs.
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